MEET OUR TEAM . . . .

Abongi Emmanuel (Estates Department): Emmanuel keeps the SOCADIDO in the immaculate state that everyone acknowledges it is.

Hard working. Achieving results is his passion and this can be seen from the work he does.

Abila Stephen (Community Development): Good in his field, and always working hard and will always to make his point, articulately and a logical manner

Agelu Charles (Programmes Office): Charles has served SOCADIDO long, and still getting the work done with dedication. Being in the position that he is, there is evidence that he is supportive to those he supervises. Team play is his constant demand on everyone.

Agoe Florence (Community Development): Florence has had a long experience working with communities, and evidently derives joy from it. She works hard and achieves results. Has a very analytical mind to issues

Aguyo Dorcus (Support): Everyone within SOCADIDO sees her but may not ‘hear’ her. What is true though, is that everyone feels comfortable because she does a clean job!

Akello Elizabeth (Administration): Elizabeth is senior to many within SOCADIDO, and is fondly referred to as “Amojong”. She has the calming influence to those who come around her.

Akwi Hellen (Support): Hellen may look, or actually is young, but she seems to have a long term focus. She accomplishes her tasks and often willing to offer a hand more besides!

Anamo Margaret (Administration): To her, work needs to be done and accomplished by everyone! Pressure has to be faced too.

Apio Grace (Community Development): Besides believing in delivering and getting work done, every step of the way should be right too.

Aropet Isaac (Community Development): Isaac loves style and hard work: the two should mix well. He not surprisingly finds pleasure in finding solutions to problems.
**Ebinu Francis (Finance):** Francis has a keen eye for learning to improve his technical skills, and always wants to take part; to give a hand.

Hard working

**Edul Mathias Tom (Community Development):** Has mastered both his field and territory having been at it for close to 3 decades. Has an eye for enterprise, and the bigger picture. Tom passionately believes that a lot is achievable with good interpersonal skills and integrity.

**Elwoku Pius (Community Development):** Very committed to hard work and dedicated to achieving results even when it implies so much travel and physical stress. When called upon, will give his considered opinion with clarity.

**Epodoi Gorreti (Support):** Does her work and loves to be seen more in what she does than in person!

**Etoku Didimus (Community Development):** Hard working and full of youth. Relates well with others, and will reflectively express his opinion on issues that touch all including our work.

**Ewasu Emmanuel (Estates Department):** Emmanuel is very aware of his docket, and ensures that he is accountable and guards it well. Outside official routine, one has no excuse not to work hard!

**Ipesa Anna Grace (Community Development):** Seasoned and hard working. Always ready to take an extra step, and learn new things. Believes in the adage of “Service with a Smile”

**Imede Catherine (Community Development):** Versatile and hard working: Catherine is studious, and appreciates the psychology of those she works with and for. The bottom line is that everyone should come out a lot better than before.

**Odeke Emmanuel (Estates Department):** Emmanuel is almost purely a servant of his job which must be done with dedication and commitment. Time too is so precious to be wasted just whiling away!

**Ojelel Simon Jude (Finance):** Simon is conscious, and knows that getting to the top is a step by step process, and everyone should appreciate this. And ‘hardwork,’ ‘dedication’ occur before ‘success’ even in the dictionary!

**Okiror Boniface (Transport and Logistics):** Tasks need to be accomplished and if preferable, quietly! To Boniface, it should be less talk, more walk....even if it means working overtime

**Okalang Merika (Estates Department):** Highly motivated to work with a smile!

**Olupot Martin (Community Development):** However challenging a task might be, it is no reason to be gloomy. Martin does it with a cheer, and where necessary, will put the wealth of his soft skills to good use as well.

**Onginyo Boniface (Community Development):** Quiet at ‘home’ but effective in the field. Boniface gets so immersed into his work environment that one may fail to distinguish him from the same
certainly out of love for what he does.

**Oonyu Jude (Human Resource Office):** Jude will offer support here and now, and deliver on an assignment himself on occasion. If a day was ever long enough, every assignment ever to be accomplished would have to be delivered on that single day.

**Opio Silver Fr (Coordination/Management):** Everyone’s contribution should be seen, appreciated and valued.

**Oruka George (Community Development):** Driven by a desire to achieve results, George has mastered his field so well that it oozes all over him. And will put his point across with good reason and logic. Things just have to get done, anytime, anywhere!

**Otai James (Transport and Logistics):** James has such energy getting things done that would perhaps take someone else a 25 hour day to accomplish. And all this with a joke here and there; a frown on a stressor.

**Oyoit Godfrey (Community Development):** Godfrey enjoys the work environment and setting, and gets by so effortlessly. Hard work to him gives meaning to life.

**Ogwang Sam (Legal Department):**

**Oonyu Patrick (Agricultural Development):**

**Oluka Paul (Agricultural Development):**

**Opolot Luke (Agricultural Development):**

**Opoloje Martin (Agricultural Development):**

**Okiror Lumen Peter (Agricultural Development):**

**Kokoi Veronical (Community Development):**

**Ekellot Valentine (Community Development):**

**Egwalu Richard (Community Development):**

**Ekayu Robert (Finance):**

**Awici Sarah Community Development:**

**Okiria Richard Pius (Community Development):**

**Abilu Hewllen (Community Development):**
Abel Steven (Agricultural Development):

Aisu Tom Peter (Agricultural Development):

Akudo Daniel (Community Development):

Omoding Justine (Community Development):

Akunyo Margaret (Community Development):

Angiro Charles (Community Development):

Agolor S. Morris (Finance):

Imalingat Moses (Community Development):

Okiror Cyril (Community Development):

Akello Stella (Community Development):